
report of arrangements FOR the

STUDENTS’ CONFERENCE, 1905.

. have to announce a good many alterations

I am sorry to nave
, r mv own the names

in the programme. Owing o a n
definite

of -era. students
are unaMe .0 attend for

variou^reason^—some are ill, others are obliged to go back

to work. „ .

There will be no papers on the teaching of Mathema .cs^

1 am very sorry to say that Mrs. Morton rs unable either to

come herself or to send her paper on Character 1 raining.

Miss Pennethorne is not able to attend the Conference, but

has sent her paper. Of the papers on the Teaching of Music

Miss Conder and Mis Wix have failed us through no fault ot

their own. Miss Drury will give her paper. Of the papers

on “Reading Aloud,” there are two—those of Miss Barnett

and Miss Lees—the latter is unfinished. Miss Nesbitt is

unable to be present. Miss W. Kitching cannot come, but

has sent her paper on “ Discipline,” which Miss Allen will

TAQ A

Miss Sumner has kindly promised an Art Lesson. On
Saturday afternoon Miss Mason has kindly invited all the

students to a Garden Party. Mr. Hawkesworth and his

colleague are most kind in arranging that next Sunday’s ser-

mons shall have a bearing on the Conference, saying that the

students are such an important part of Ambleside life that
they are glad to do anything they can to help. As Miss
Kitching will very likely not be here until Saturday it has
been arranged that one or two students will take the bird
walks. Miss \\ illiams will take her geography walk at 2-30.
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St F-N.E.U. Conference some of us had thepnvjlege of heanng Professor Niecks' paper on the “Placeof Music m Educatron," and others saw the condensed repo"
1 in the Parents Rtvitm, for August, 1904. Professor

iee s says that “ the only sound foundation of a musical
education is vocal training.”

But I refer to this only in order to explain that I have no
intention of expatiating feebly on the same big theme.

The problem which presents itself to us teachers is : How
am I to teach music ? It may therefore be of practical use
to us to consider the principles by which we are guided.
Those of you who have had special training, and are familiar
with other instruments than the piano, must excuse me for
taking for granted that the majority, like myself, have no
special qualifications for the task.

Probably many of us have pupils who had been learning

the piano for several years before they came to us. They are

doubtless of merely average ability, because talented children

get lessons from an expert. What method are we pursuing

in teaching these, for a method we must have if we are

to succeed ?

Occupied daily with the consideration of irritating details,

inculcating the accuracy and patience necessary in practising,

we are apt to forget that music is an art.

It is not merely a handicraft, though the piano gives most

valuable manual training. Neither is it a science alone,

though it consists of sounds. Music is a means of expression,

and unless we can make our pupils feel this, by our own play-

ing and our evident aim for them, we are degrading music

to mere disciplinary uses, and not only failing to inspire tht

children, but possibly giving them a distaste for music.

Mr. Tates once said that there was always time enough
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but that childhood was
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appreciate. 1 thl“V sharing her enthusiasm with her

teacher can do much by snaring
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of which had attended a cer am
school of the remark-
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is had been> and who had inspired

^em“early with a love of music. Some of them have s.nce

Lad lessons from celebrities. But to her they owe the

interest which has made one or two unusually good players

and a large number above the average. This is success

worth aiming at.

To begin with, we can talk about music to the children,

and tell them of the great performers we have heard, or long

to hear. They may not have opportunities of going to

concerts ;
but for all that, their ideas of music need not be

confined to the brief singing lesson, two or three times

a week, and the piano they find it such drudgery to them.

Perhaps they have a friend who plays the violin, and they

hear the organ in church, though a whole orchestra is a

revelation still in store for them. Just as realising the con-

nection between the different branches of mathematics
enlarges the mind, so the conception of music is elevated,

when we come to look upon the piano, and our study of it, as

a very humble branch of a sublime art. I say humble,
because we have not to pitch our notes on the piano as on
the violin, nor to produce them, as the human voice must do.
But a piano is to be found in every house, and it has this
value in addition to the intrinsic beauty of its music

—

quantities of the most famous oratorios, operas, symphonies,
songs, etc., have been arranged for the piano, and can well
e used as a preparation for hearing the ideal performances

of any of these. How delicious it is, at a first rate concert,
to ear a piece of which you know every note, and to have itr" for y0U ! Then why not prepare this pleasure for
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*1’ exactly as we use the Perry Pictures to acquaint
them with famous pictures ?
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comes best of all through trying oneself. And
to the music lesson, and how it is to be conducted.

Foremost in every lesson must come reading at sight.
urely to be able to read fluently and tastefully is the first

thing to be desired. What pleasure we give and get in
accompanying a singer or a violinist ! Brilliant execution is
not so much required of an accompanist as accuracy, a quick
grasp of the subject, and subordination. Some girls could
attain to this art, who are not talented enough to perform
alone on the piano, and would find a demand for their special
gift. Again, is it not contemptible how few people can play
a hymn tune with confidence ? How often they decline to

supply a vacant place at a harmonium because they have
not practised the hymns ? A good reader, then, is a boon to

the community, and success is on the whole a matter of

practice.

Talking of hymn tunes, they give excellent training in

reading various keys, while the rhythm is usually simple, and

allows the reader to give attention to the notes, and these

terrible sharps and flats, without much trouble about the

time. I have found it answer to take the same key for

several weeks running before going on to the next in order.

By making a habit of invariably asking for the key, and

time, of every new piece read, we can give the child some
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"well, T think we should always insist on soft

first reading.
notion Gf a tentative preliminary

playing'would be preserved. Even a thrush tries his vo.ee

in spring, before launching boldly into song. This reminds

„"e of how someone said to me, years ago, “ You should try

to play softly ;
anybody can play loud." And I often pass

it on. For the youthful performer is attracted by the volume

of sound in loud chords, and needs to be taught the beauty of

strength restrained. Inspiring ideas are potent in the realms

of music.

If we expect our pupil to play perfectly, we must choose

something which she can play. And therefore studies must

be given to practice just those difficulties which the teacher s

foresight has discovered in the piece. Most technical diffi-

culties are to be found in a good book of studies, but the

order need not be rigidly followed. Each might be mastered

as the need arose, and perhaps the reason for it would be a

consolation to the learner, that might balance the labour

demanded. There is a series of classics, edited by Charles

Halle, in which “the pieces succeed each other in such
progressive order that students, after having mastered one
number, may safely proceed to the next. Each piece is pre-

faced by a certain number of exercises . . . having
some bearing upon the difficulties of the composition which
they introduce. This is, of course, one of Mrs. Curwen’s
principles, and such exercises answer the purpose of studies.

I he chosen piece then, suited to the child’s attainments,
simple but melodious, is to become to her a means of

we
in us.

in its
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in music if it could all be put into words ? We muft leT thechildren come into contact with the great minds of the pastand leave the rest to them.
6 Past ’

For music, that is to be studied, and is to influence thestudent, must assuredly be by worthy composers. Whilewe agree that it is important not to give too difficult musicwe must choose simple pieces by the best musicians. And
let us not think that our older pupils may not learn certain
pieces until they can understand them. We should not
hesitate to let them learn a poem by heart, because they
could not wholly understand it, but rather wish to plant in
their minds words, the meaning of which would one day
dawn upon them. And so it is with music. And my belief
is that, to a passionate girl, the ability to storm out her feel-

ings in music occasionally is a valuable outlet, and more
soothing than confiding them to a sympathetic friend. Never-
theless, the true exponent must seek to express the mind of

the composer, not his own feelings.

This has become a most indefinite account of a music

lesson, omitting all mention of scales, and learning by heart.

But I wish most to dwell on the certainty that we can set an

ideal before our pupils in spite of our own limitations in the

art.

We can see to it that they have broad views of the scope

and power of music. By a careful choice of the material

they study, we can save them from confusion and discourage-

ment. And we can, if we will, patiently aim at perfection

always.
Agnes C. Drury.


